
Alison Camacho PhD 
Home and work address: 16 The Dell, Westbury on Trym, Bristol 

Born 8th June 1966, St Albans, Hertfordshire, UK. British. 
Telephone home: 0117 9144768   Telephone mobile: 07702028637 

Personal email: alisoncamacho@yahoo.co.uk  
Art brand email: fuzzycomma@gmail.com 

Website: www.fuzzycomma.com    Instagram: @fuzzycomma 
 

Resin Artist and Educator 
Astronomical, geological and abstract art. 

Mixed media, resin art, sculptures including tables, wall art and a few murals. 
18 years experience as a science teacher and tutor, specialising in extracurricular outreach. 

 
Education 
Self-taught artist.  
Full Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) awarded by St Mary Redcliffe and Temple School, 2004 
PGCE (Integrated science, physics) awarded by University of Bristol, 2002 
PhD (Physical Chemistry) awarded by University of Wales College of Cardiff, 1994 
BSc(Hons) 2:1 in Physics awarded by University of Bristol, 1988 
 
Selected Exhibitions, Performances and Outreach 
2020 Group exhibition– ‘Rainbow Thankfulness’. Exhibition title: “Can I use your window?” curated 
by Emily Juliet Stevens, distributed throughout Bristol during the COVID-19 lockdown in closed shop 
windows. 
2016 and 2017 ‘Robot’ days, using the Clifton Education Bus. Outreach to Bristol primary schools 
creating and programming robots. 
2013 – 2017 “Clifton Style”, “Happy”, “Shake it Off”, “All Star”, “Can’t Stop the Feeling”. These were 
five consecutive years of school ‘leavers videos’ where I directed, shot and edited parody music 
videos to celebrate the year 13 leavers. These were premiered at the final assembly each year at 
Clifton High School, Bristol.  
2013 ‘Comets and Craters’ outreach for nursery age children, Bristol. 
2011 ‘Four Elements’ a video directed, shot, edited and installed (including staging the quick-
deployment screen) for a series of live performances at Clifton High School, Bristol. 
2008 ‘Science Roadshow’ outreach science experiences for primary schools throughout Bristol. 
 
Collections 
Raw Space collection, Bristol 2019 to 2020, resin artworks including “Lava - Kissed by Fire”, 
“Pinwheel Galaxy”, “Leaves”, “Geode Galaxy”, “Colour Wheel”, “Green & Gold Geode”. 
https://raw-space.co.uk/2020/04/28/local-artist-fuzzycomma/ 
 
Competitions 
@Toward.2030 promoting the WHO Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). My June 2020 entry, 
entitled “Ring of Causality”, was aimed at goal 13, Climate Action. 
 
  



Awards and Experience 
As well as 18 years experience teaching students to pass GCSE and A’level science and mathematics 
examinations, with an excellent success rate, I have helped students win awards through numerous 
extracurricular activities during my teaching career. These include:  
2nd, 3rd and 4th with different groups of students in a 6th form International Student Robotics 
competition, Southampton University. 
1st (more than once), 2nd, and other positions with year 9 in the Flying Start Challenge, sponsored by 
Airbus and many other industrial engineering organisations. 
Successful completion of the “Engineering Education Scheme” with 6th form students on multiple 
occasions. The scheme requires collaboration between the Engineering Development Trust, the 
student’s school and the industrial partner. 
2004 to 2011 mentoring Undergraduate Ambassadors from University of Bristol through their 
“Physics in Education” final year projects. 
2013 to 2015 mentoring initial teacher trainees and NQT through their teacher training. 
 
Publications 
2009, Education article in ‘School Science Review’, the magazine for the Association of Science. 
Education, on the use of robotic telescopes with an extracurricular school astronomy club. 
2008, Write up of my “Optical Illusions” resource in the Times Education Supplement magazine, 
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/optical-illusions-powerpoint-3004953  
1994, Alison Camacho PhD thesis entitled “The Dry Etching of III-V Semiconductors”, University of 
Wales College of Cardiff 
<1994, Various scientific journal articles on dry etching.  
 
Commissions 
2020, Raw Space, Bristol, kitchen worksurface re-design using resin; originally scheduled for March 
2020 this is a current project, temporarily postponed due to COVID 19. 
2020, We The Curious, Bristol, video “We are all made of Stardust”; this is a current project, 
temporarily postponed due to COVID 19. 
2019, Antony and Jenni Wood, double sided “Saturn Birth” acrylic and resin, phosphorescent, 
artwork on 100cm diameter circular glass base. The arrangement of the angle of Saturn’s rings and 
the positions of the moons are accurate for the date of Jenni’s birth. 
2019, Alicia Dunkley, “Gold Earth”, a resin and glass crystal table top reminiscent of the Earth from 
space. 
2019, Emily Freire Baños, series of 3 complementary colour resin geode side tables. 
2019, Gemma Penhorwood, illuminated, copper legged, glass base, resin geode side table. 
2018, Anthony and Sylvia Camacho (my parents), two murals: “Woods” and “The Tree of Life”, also 
a sculpture entitled “Dragonfly”. 
2013 to 2017 Leavers music parody videos (see ‘Selected Exhibitions, Performances and Outreach’). 
 
Looking at the CREATE-REACT website, I see that previous artists have developed ideas on 
tessellations, randomness and colour droplet mixing. I am very happy to develop any mathematical 
research topic and I would especially value the opportunity to create something more substantial 
than I could manage without collaboration. It would be a great honour to have the opportunity to 
share ideas with mathematicians and spend six months creating, what I hope and expect to be, a 
unique and innovative, new visualisation of some aspect of mathematics.  

Alison Camacho June 2020 


